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FDA Explains Why It Approved Apple Watch’s De Novo Despite
Missing Primary Endpoint
Executive Summary

De novo summary documents published by the US FDA
sheds more light on the agency’s work approving two
de novos for Apple Watches last year. At the time, the
approvals sparked concern from industry stakeholders on
whether the company received preferential treatment.
Former FDA Commissioner Scott Gottlieb pushed back
against the notion in a lengthy blog post late last year.

related irregular heart rhythm in users without previously
recorded symptoms of the condition. According to the
FDA, the primary objective of the study was to determine
if over the span of seven days the tachogram algorithm
used by the app was comparable to an ambulatory
electrocardiogram patch that is already on the market,
used to monitor patients with known atrial fibrillation.
The study included 269 participants between the ages of
46 and 72, with a mean age of almost 60. Four in five of
the participants were men.

When the US FDA approved a de novo application for
an irregular rhythm notification feature for Apple Watch
Series 4 in record time, it did so despite the application
not meeting its primary endpoint. The agency says that
while it missed the mark on the first endpoint, regulators
approved the de novo based on the secondary endpoint
and other analyses.

“Using the ambulatory ECG monitor data as the reference,
the positive predictive value (PPV) of spot irregular
tachograms to detect AF was 66.6% (lower 97.5%
confidence bound: 63.0%),” says the FDA. However, the
agency redacted the performance goal it wanted Apple
to meet, and the company did not respond to Medtech
Insight for clarity on what that threshold was.

Apple Inc.’s latest watch sparked some controversy
last year when it received two de novos for an
electrocardiogram function and a photoplethysmograph
analysis software to detect irregular heart rhythm. The de
novos were approved in a record 30 days, when typically
such approvals take between six to nine months. (Also see
“FDA’s Speedy Apple Watch De Novos Raise Questions For
Industry” - Medtech Insight, 24 Sep, 2018.)

The FDA notes that Apple did meet the secondary
endpoint, where it alerted participants they were at risk
for atrial fibrillation 80% of the time at 95% confidence
interval, when compared to the ambulatory ECG.

But stakeholders can now get a clearer view of the
reasoning the FDA used as the agency approved the de
novos.
“Despite failing to meet the primary study endpoint,
the results of secondary and additional analyses are
supportive of the device’s effectiveness to detect AF [or
atrial fibrillation],” the FDA says in a nine-page de novo
summary for the Irregular Rhythm Notification Feature
app.

Benefits Outweigh The Risks

The app to take heartrate readings using the
photoplethysmograph built into the Apple Watch is
intended to identify potential heart-rhythm irregularities
or atrial fibrillation that can signal potential blood clots,
stroke, heart failure or other heart-related issues.
Apple used a large, prospective, singe-arm study to
try proving the app is able to identify atrial fibrillation2 / April 2019

Apple also did a human-factors analysis that included 37
participants – 16 of them were interested in whether they
were at risk for arrythmia, and 21 participants weren’t. All
the participants used the standard process for installing
and using the app, which included information that the
app was not meant for diagnosing atrial fibrillation but
rather to tell them they may be at risk of the condition.
The FDA says the “on-boarding” process was sufficient to
ensure users are unlikely to use the app for diagnostics
and the agency was satisfied with the product’s labeling
to accurately express its intended use.
“The Irregular Rhythm Notification Feature is an effective
device for identifying abnormal pulse rates that may
suggest the presence of atrial fibrillation,” the FDA says.
“When a user receives one or more alerts from the device,
the probability of diagnosing AF via subsequent 7-day
ambulatory cardiac ECG monitoring is 41.6%.”
While the app is not intended to diagnose atrial fibrillation,
“it provides an accessible tool to identify individuals who
are likely to benefit from further AF screening with ECGbased methods,” the agency adds.
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Ultimately, the FDA says the app is useful in helping
to prescreen patients who are younger than 60 and
traditionally considered outside the high-risk atrial
fibrillation population. Alternately, the agency argues the
risk of the app is mostly associated with false-positive
and false-negative results that may either delay further
treatment or make patients undergo unnecessary medical
procedures. However, regulators argue the benefits of
potentially catching atrial fibrillation early on outweigh the
risks of false readings.
“Since AF is associated with serious potential
complications, a device that can provide early detection
or improve the efficiency of AF screening is clinically
valuable,” the FDA says. “On a large scale, the benefits to
health of improved AF detection outweighs the risks of
false results and misinterpretation. There is a reasonable
assurance of safety and effectiveness for the device when
used as intended.”

Second De Novo Scores High

The agency also approved another de novo for the Apple
Watch to act as an electrocardiogram app for over-thecounter use that can provide electrocardiograph data, and
potentially alert patients to a heart arrythmia or irregular
heartbeat. But again, regulators highlighted that the app
is not meant to diagnose heart conditions and is instead
intended to supplement rhythm classifications to give
patients an early warning that they may be at risk for
atrial fibrillation.
Apple enrolled 602 patients to test the atrial fibrillation
and sinus rhythms of the app across five investigational
sites. After 14 patients dropped out of the study,
investigators split the cohort into almost two evenly
weighted groups to analyze the app’s functions by letting
patients take the Apple Watch ECG reading for 30 seconds
through the app while simultaneously being hooked up to
a 12-lead ECG commonly used in clinical practice.
The results were then blindly analyzed by board-certified
cardiologists who assigned whether the recordings were
considered a normal sinus rhythm, showed potential atrial
fibrillation, were unreadable or was considered something
else.
The FDA says the primary endpoints were to detect atrial
fibrillation on the ECG app compared to the 12-lead ECG.
The app had to meet sensitivity and specificity goals
set at 90% and 92% of the time, respectively, when
compared to the 12-lead ECG. According to the agency,
the Apple ECG app was 98.3% sensitive and 99.6% specific
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compared to the 12-lead ECG, and hence met its primary
endpoints.
Similarly, the agency was looking for a secondary endpoint
where the Apple ECG app was able to produce a clinically
equivalent waveform of the sinus rhythm when compared
to a Lead I ECG device, which is considered the clinical
gold standard.
The agency wanted the proportion of paired ECG strips
to appear to overlay the unaided eye of the cardiologists
examining the data in more than 80% of cases and
wanted 80% of paired R-wave amplitude measurements
within 2mm of each other. The results showed the Apple
app met those requirements about 97% of the time in
in both cases and hit well over the secondary endpoint
expectations.

Preferential Treatment?

The redacted de novo summary reports were released
months after the FDA announced the approval of Apple’s
de novos. (Also see “FDA: Apple De Novo Approvals Signal
Innovation To Digital Health Firms” - Medtech Insight, 12
Sep, 2018.)
The de novos were granted only 24 hours before Apple
held its major product launch announcement for the
fourth iteration of its watch. Following the announcement
that the two de novos were approved, then-FDA
Commissioner Scott Gottlieb and Jeff Shuren, director of
the agency’s Center for Devices and Radiological Health,
issued a joint statement calling it a great example of the
potential digital health holds for changing the face of
health care.
However, a number of stakeholders raised questions about
how the de novos were approved in such a short time,
whether Apple was given preferential treatment because
of its size and influence, and whether other companies
can expect to see similar speedy approvals. In response,
the former commissioner wrote a lengthy blog post noting
that Apple’s success stemmed from its close interactions
with the agency prior to submitting the applications.
(Also see “US FDA Commish Defends Approach To Apple
Approvals” - Medtech Insight, 28 Sep, 2018.)
Most stakeholders who spoke to Medtech Insight on the
issue noted they aren’t as concerned that Apple may have
received preferential treatment, but rather want to ensure
that they too get the same kind of treatment despite
being much smaller companies.
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US FDA Commish Defends Approach To Apple Approvals
Executive Summary

After industry stakeholders raised concerns that Apple
may have received preferential treatment when US FDA
approved heart-rhythm apps on the Apple Watch Series 4,
Commissioner Scott Gottlieb states in a blog post that the
agency’s approach was in accordance with its standard
procedures and reflect the benefit of early interaction with
FDA.

After stakeholders in the medical device industry raised
concerns that Apple may have been given preferential
treatment to get two de novo classifications in record
time, FDA Commissioner Scott Gottlieb penned a lengthy
blog post defending the agency’s decisions and argued
the de novo approvals met the agency’s standard review
procedures.
Earlier in the month, Apple announced during the launch
of its new watch it had received de novo classifications
for apps on the device. One of the de novo applications
was for an app that functions as an electrocardiogram
(ECG) while the other is for an algorithm software that
is intended to let users know if they are at risk for atrial
fibrillation or afib. The reviewers took 30 days from
submission to decision and they were completed the day
prior to Apple’s big launch date for the new watch. (Also
see “FDA: Apple De Novo Approvals Signal Innovation To
Digital Health Firms” - Medtech Insight, 12 Sep, 2018.)
In a story in Medtech Insight Sept. 24, industry
stakeholders questioned whether the multinational tech
giant was given preferential treatment and what that
means for competitors. (Also see “FDA’s Speedy Apple
Watch De Novos Raise Questions For Industry” - Medtech
Insight, 24 Sep, 2018.)
The commissioner has responded to the issue with
a blog post seeking to further explain the agency’s
approach to the smartwatch apps, stating that FDA
leveraged established policies in its review of the de novo
applications and pointed to Apple’s early engagement
with the agency as a key reason for the review efficiency.
One concern from stakeholders was the lack of evidence
supporting validation of the hardware on the watches.
Some stakeholders say without any data to support the
validation of the hardware on the watches, the software
may be unable to properly output accurate information,
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because the incoming readings may be inaccurate.
Gottlieb noted in his post that under established FDA
guidance, the agency reviews medical apps without
reviewing the hardware platform it interacts with.
“With the watch, what we said was simple: sensors that
are general purpose can also be decoupled from review of
a medical app and we wouldn’t regulate or turn the entire
platform into a medical device, just to enable a platform
to host software with medical functionality,” he said. “And
the policy we advanced was to say that only the apps
intended for a medical purpose, in this case to identify
possible atrial fibrillation, would be reviewed and cleared
as medical devices.”
Over the past few years, the agency has put out several
guidances on digital health and specifically addressing
so-called “software as a medical device” products,
emphasizing a risk-based approach. The agency is also
working to develop a pre-certification program that
could allow participating companies to get their product
to market with reduced or no pre-market requirements
contingent on how much the agency trusts the
manufacturer’s software design processes. (Also see “US
FDA’s Software Pre-Cert Program: Is The Authority On The
Books?” - Medtech Insight, 31 Jul, 2018.)
After Apple’s de novo classifications were announced,
some in the industry presumed it was due to the fact the
company is a participant in the pre-cert pilot program, but
FDA has clarified to Medtech Insight that the approval was
not related to the pilot.
Gottlieb seemed to indicate a reason for the speedy de
novo applications was due to the company’s early talks
with FDA. It was known that Apple was using FDA’s presubmission process to work with the agency long before
it submitted the applications. However, as stakeholders
in the industry have clarified, there are limits to the kinds
of questions companies can ask the agency and types of
information the agency can provide in return.
Gottlieb did not specify what may have been discussed
and what information the agency was able to garner
from the early discussions to help it accelerate the review
process.
“Our review program offers a number of opportunities
for companies to reduce review times. For example,
we regularly encourage companies to interact with
© Informa UK Ltd 2019 (Unauthorized photocopying prohibited.)

the agency early in their development process, such as
through our Q-Submission (QSub) process to help with
efficient development of products,” he said. “Doing so
enables the agency to provide feedback early on regarding
clinical testing as well other data needed for an efficient
review of product.
“In addition, we are exploring other ways to implement
‘interactive’ review practices where review staff and
firms can rapidly communicate and resolve questions
or outstanding concerns. For the digital health area, we
continue to explore approaches such as ‘modular’ review,
which allows us to shorten the timeframe for the review of
the formal pre-market review submission itself,” he added.
“This sort of regulatory efficiency is one we are looking to
apply when appropriate in order to encourage innovation
and increase patient access to devices.”
The commissioner argues that digital health tools are
useful in providing accurate diagnosis and treatments,
and have the potential to change the face of health care
in the US. FDA has echoed such sentiments in the past
when it argues for a lighter regulatory touch for digital
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health products. The agency also says this lighter touch
to regulating digital health products is intended to free
up resources to focus on higher-risk and more complex
products.
“The FDA’s approach to digital health isn’t to regulate the
every-day health and lifestyle uses of consumer devices,
but rather to focus our resources on reviewing more
sophisticated medical apps that sit on top of this generalpurpose hardware – the functions that have greater
ramifications for patient health and where ensuring safety
and efficacy of the application is critical,” Gottlieb said. “By
focusing our review on the functionality of the software,
our aim is to encourage greater innovation in digital
health, including the use of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and
clinical decision support software.
“We’re in the early innings of the digital health revolution,”
added the commissioner. “The applications that have
been developed to date are the first wave of advances. We
see many more disruptive opportunities right around the
corner.”
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Rise Of The Machines: FDA Artificial Intelligence Guidance
Is Coming
Executive Summary

US FDA says as artificial intelligence and machine learning
offer new opportunities to improve patient care, the
agency hopes to encourage innovation by developing a
draft guidance on the issue for sponsors. It also released a
discussion paper outlining key issues it wants feedback on
from industry and other key stakeholders.

To keep up with advances in artificial intelligence and
machine learning in the health-care sector, US FDA is
working to develop a draft guidance that would help
sponsors gain clarity on what the agency expects from
them.
FDA Commissioner Scott Gottlieb issued a statement on
April 2 espousing the potential of AI to change the face of
health care. He timed it with the release of a discussion
paper that highlights questions and considerations the
agency wants feedback on from industry and other
stakeholders as it develops its AI draft guidance.
While interest in use of artificial intelligence in the healthcare sector has grown over the past decade, things have
really started to heat up in just the past year. In April
2018 FDA approved IDx Inc.’s IDx-DR, a device that uses
AI to detect diabetic retinopathy, and two de novos in
September of the same year for Apple Inc.’s Apple Watch,
which includes a software to detect risk for stroke. (Also
see “Global Device Approvals, Weekly Snapshot: April 9-15,
2018” - Medtech Insight, 16 Apr, 2018.) and (Also see
“FDA: Apple De Novo Approvals Signal Innovation To Digital
Health Firms” - Medtech Insight, 12 Sep, 2018.)
“The authorization of these technologies was a harbinger
of progress that the FDA expects to see as more medical
devices incorporate advanced artificial intelligence
algorithms to improve their performance and safety,”
Gottlieb said.
He noted that AI could have a “profound and
positive” impact on health care in the same way it has
changed other major industries, such as finance and
manufacturing. And Gottlieb isn’t alone in his belief in
the technology. A wide array of experts have voiced
excitement at the potential good AI can have on
personalized medicine and patient care in general. (Also
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see “The AI Touch: Artificial Intelligence Could Boost
Quality Systems, Cut FDA Inspections – But Is Industry
Ready?” - Medtech Insight, 25 Oct, 2017.)
“I can envision a world where, one day, artificial
intelligence can help detect and treat challenging health
problems, for example, by recognizing the signs of disease
well in advance of what we can do today,” Gottlieb said.
“These tools can provide more time for intervention,
identifying effective therapies and ultimately saving lives.”
Gottlieb says FDA’s objective is to develop a guidance
document that allows the agency to keep up with the
rapidly evolving nature of AI innovation.
He pointed out that the AI devices that have been greenlit
by the agency so far use “locked” algorithms where the
software does not continually adapt or learn based on
how the product is used. Such AI devices are periodically
modified by the manufacturers as they learn newer and
better ways to improve their device, rather than letting the
device itself learn how to improve.
However, looking beyond the basic locked algorithms,
Gottlieb said there’s a great deal of promise for machine
learning algorithms, also known as “adaptive” and
“continuously learning” algorithms, that can update
themselves based on what they learn over time.
“Adaptive algorithms can learn from new user data
presented to the algorithm through real-world use,”
he noted. “For example, an algorithm that detects
breast cancer lesions on mammograms could learn to
improve the confidence with which it identifies lesions as
cancerous or may learn to identify specific subtypes of
breast cancer by continually learning from real-world use
and feedback.”
But AI that can update itself creates a conundrum for
FDA because typically such updates need to go through
a 510(k)-review process – yet using traditional review
pathways could be a significant barrier to getting such
products to patients.
FDA does have a risk-based framework for software as a
medical device (SaMD) products and is also developing a
precertification program that would allow the agency to
approve marketing of certain SaMDs based on its trust in
the companies producing them.
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AI and machine learning software is somewhat
different, however, and the agency is exploring a new
review framework for such devices that would allow for
modifications to the algorithms based on real-world
learning and adaptation that still ensures patients are
kept safe.

FDA says it may also decide to review the predetermined
change-control plan of an AI device that includes detailed
information about the types of anticipated modifications
the AI is capable of doing based on its retraining and
update strategy, and the methods it’s using to implement
those changes.

“A new approach to these technologies would address
the need for the algorithms to learn and adapt when used
in the real world. It would be a more tailored fit than our
existing regulatory paradigm for software as a medical
device,” Gottlieb said.

“The goal of the framework is to assure that ongoing
algorithm changes follow prespecified performance
objectives and change-control plans, use a validation
process that ensures improvements to the performance,
safety and effectiveness of the artificial intelligence
software, and includes real-world monitoring of
performance once the device is on the market to ensure
safety and effectiveness are maintained,” Gottlieb said.

As with other devices, FDA is looking to use a total product
lifecycle approach with AI in order to oversee the iterative
nature of these products and ensure it is consistent with
the agency’s public-health mission.
“This first step in developing our approach outlines
information specific to devices that include artificial
intelligence algorithms that make real-world
modifications that the agency might require for premarket review,” Gottlieb noted. “They include the
algorithm’s performance, the manufacturer’s plan for
modifications and the ability of the manufacturer to
manage and control risks of the modifications.”
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“We’re exploring this approach because we believe that it
will enable beneficial and innovative artificial intelligence
software to come to market, while still ensuring the
device’s benefits continue to outweigh its risks.”
Stakeholders can comment on the discussion paper
through June 3 at www.Regulations.gov under docket No.
FDA-2019-N-1185.
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AI And Big Data In Focus: What Is Preventing Faster Adoption In
Health Care Settings?
Executive Summary

To the wider public and even governments, big data,
predictive analytics and machine learning might appear
to be recent phenomena that suddenly hold the answers
to most of the health care delivery problems. But those
who have been generating the debate and charting future
adoption over the past several years know it is not as
simple as that.

February’s Big Data and Analytics in Healthcare forum in
London was another opportunity to gauge how far the
industry has come – and how far it still has to go – before
digital health is an everyday reality for patients.
A high-caliber audience, assembled for Corporate Parity’s
second annual forum on this ground-breaking theme,
broached big data’s potential to deliver smarter, faster
care to more people while providing improved outcomes.
Delegates also assessed the current realities, including
why the debate has, in fact, already lasted for several
years and counting.
A microcosm of the entire ecosystem’s concerns emerged
in a single panel discussion chaired by HeathLynxIQ
founder Marinka Natale. Do organizations really
understand what is at stake with big data? That was
the subtext of a panel on Challenges In Implementing
Big Data Solutions. And yes and no was the answer to
emerge.
Sutherland Healthcare Solutions’ Bill Hughes spoke of the
difficulties faced by big health care providers and payers.
The CEO, CTO, CFO and CMO might all have a different view
on what big data tools can offer, and how. Everyone has
their own agenda, and getting them all on the same page
and going through a group process is the challenge.
There is also a confusion about what these concepts,
that are more than mere technology innovations, really
represent. “Large health systems don’t understand what
this is,” said Northwell Health AVP of healthcare analytics
Chris Hutchins. They also do not know how to use it. “Get
your data organized and cleansed, so you are managing
it effectively, otherwise you have no idea of the cost,” he
said. Stop listening to sales pitches and deal with it from a
use-case perspective, he further advised.
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Dipak Kalra, another panelist, explained the ostensible
reluctance organizations think about the uptake of these
new tools. These busy decision-makers, he said, are
operating inside a health care machine that is relatively
change-resistant. Any changes to the system normally
need supplementary resources and efforts, meaning that
two systems are being run in parallel for a period of time.
And innovation is expensive, as it is selective. An
organization has only finite cognitive capacity as well as
limited staff capacity to embrace such changes. “It’s a
business model for change; and it is also – regrettably – a
business-driven decision; saving lives and making patients’
QoL better does not usually link to business models,” said
Kalra, president of the European Institute for Innovation
through Health Data. But in this case, “it is true.”
But there are smart ways of adopting smart technology. If
a group wants to be business selective, it can bypass the
“the shiny new toy” and opt for more basic innovations
that are already established by peers, but not in use
locally. It might be more relevant to think more about how
to maximize income streams or avoid costs with selective
use of smart solutions. In reality, artificial intelligence (AI)
is quite low down on the list of affordable, business-driven
changes for health care organizations.
But almost always, the first concern among potential
technology suppliers is from a regulatory standpoint. The
questions are always, ‘What do the FDA and EU regulators
think?’ And it is increasingly often perceived that their
regulatory frameworks are too old to cope with 21st
century technology. If even a minor improvement to a
manufacturing process could take five years to approve,
companies usually decided to stick with what they have,
one BDAH delegate opined. It is a concern that neither the
C-suite nor the regulators understand the language of AI.
But the regulators are making some progress, Kalra
observed. The EMA is very much part of the debate about
the relative benefits of randomized clinical trials versus
real-world evidence. The EMA is opening its eyes to
doing things differently, even if it is unsure about how to
ascertain quality and trustworthiness when it comes to
AI tools. “We want to establish a trustworthy approach to
rating RWE, the data and algorithms … but the regulators
are scared, and we’ve got to help them.”
Another issue holding up progress is the question of
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where do the analytics live in an organization and who
owns and drives the data? Is it IT, strategy, clinical, or
finance? Given the countless verticals in health care, how
can organizations go as far and as deep as they need
to, asked Hutchins. “Over time, the argument will settle
itself over who should own it – the answer is everyone is
responsible,” he said.
The business case argument evidently holds for
commercial organizations too. “For every project, we have
to have hard return on investment metrics, and show
where the savings are,” said Hughes. But as there is no
extra money around, the business equation must be met
with increased revenues or decreased costs associated
with projects.
In these projects, “collaboration between IT and the
business experts is really the key to success,” said Hughes.
He added that people were more comfortable when
talking about “machine learning,” which is more tangible.
Most of Sutherland’s projects were machine-learning
based, he added.

The Key Components To Implementing AI

The influence of the human factor cannot be discounted.
Reaching back into 25 years of decision-support
experience, Kalra said use of mechanical, automated
things, that are apparently decision-making tools,
risks destabilizing the reputation of those people who
currently make the decisions. People can feel threatened,
and analytics is still relatively young. The risk of teams
subverting or discrediting technological progress can
be addressed by bringing the experts on board. “Don’t
have the computer replace, rather augment, the person;
the goal is that they co-exist.” And firing senior people
to make cost-savings should not be on the agenda, he
asserted.
Sharing data is another way to accelerate progress. The
momentum here is really strong, Kalra ventured, noting
that the FAIR (findable, accessible, interoperable, reusable)
concept is gaining ground with many projects, whose
managers see generic systems as a way of avoiding issues
of data protection. But the bigger question is whether
a single data interoperability standard is emerging. The
answer is: “not really,” and progress there is very slow.
Kalra’s advice is to pick a company that has a body of
acceptance, and concentrate on putting it into practice.
“From a standards point of view, make a choice and get
on with it,” he recommended.
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The Biometrics Revolution

The “elephant in the room” is the biometric revolution
of mobile device data collection and sharing, Hughes
observed. The whole social media revolution, and new
names like Apple entering the fray, with its Apple Watch
securing success at the FDA, and Amazon becoming a new
player in health care, for instance, will give added impetus
to the transformation of health care. New standards
will dictate how the new sources of information can be
integrated into health care data.

Governance: The Biggest Challenge

But in this space, governance is the biggest challenge
industry faces. The major question, as the US moves
increasingly towards care coordination models, is: who
really own the data? None of the standards development
organizations (SDOs) had strong patient engagement
strategies, Kalra observed. There were concerns about
how confident the sector could be about data that has
come from third-party sources, he said, asking: do we
know where it has come from, from whom, when it was
created, and whether it is the final version?
Increasing numbers of vendors of personal health
solutions that capture patient data through apps are
retaining some rights to re-exploit some of that data,
anonymized. Some get paid. Patients supplying the data
increasingly expect to be paid for their data (the “my data,
my money” mantra). And it is an environment where a
lot is heard about “democratization of data,” but there
is evidently a lot that can be done at ISO and regulatory
level. “We need more R&D in this area,” Kalra added.

Issues In Integating Big Data Systems And
Concepts

Quite clearly, the big data, machine learning and
predictive analytics space is not the straightforward
journey that many would have hoped, for many reasons,
including the following:
• Health care organizations often have a poor
understanding of big data/AI, and their C-suites may
have divergent views over how to proceed.
• There is a sub-optimal grasp of what big data quality
is, how organizations should cleanse data, manage it
effectively and get a good overview of associated costs.
• Change-resistance extends to fears at health care
organizations that they will have to run parallel systems.
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• Innovation is expensive, but the “shiny new toy” is not
the only solution, given that more modest, proven,
solutions can also be adopted.

• The organization’s technical experts should in no way
be disenfranchized – rather, their skills should be AIaugmented.

• Regulators, as in the case for the C-suite, are learning
as they go along regarding AI, and existing regulatory
systems are likely to be outdated.

• Sharing data appears to make sense, but it is an issue
that has yet to be broached seriously.

• Use of RWE and biometrics data is an inevitability, but
nerves over its trustworthiness perpetuate.
• Who owns and drives the data – is it one vertical or
department, or everyone in the organization?
• The business-case and use-case approaches are the
most valid ways to proceed with AI integration.

• A single data interoperability standard has yet to
emerge;
• Data governance/ownership is said to be the biggest
issue, but data vendors and even patients themselves
are seeking cash for their data and are adding to
the blurred picture that is the backdrop for big data
adoption, and use of AI and predictive analytics.

Click here to find out more.
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